Competition Rules 2019-20
1. All fully paid up members can enter any club competition. No charge for entry.
2. Conditions for Entry
See diagrams for details of League and Annual competitions on page 2 & 3.
3. Competitors submitting entries into any competition must be the creator of those
images and all parts thereof, including all elements of composite images. All processing
prior to presentation must be the competitor's work, except printing, which may be done
commercially.
4. League Competition entries may be reworked before entry into annual competitions.
The reworking must be limited and the nature of the image should not be changed.
5. Hand-in dates for the competitions are published on the website. Your PDIs (for both
PDI and Print competitions) are entered via Dropbox. The Dropbox address for each
competition will be emailed to members about two weeks before the hand-in date. Have
your PDIs ready, click the link given and the uploading is a very simple process. If you are
not on the email list, contact the Competition Secretary. Prints can be handed in at a
meeting (don’t forget that PDIs of them must be uploaded). Members are reminded that
their PDIs may contain personal information in the metadata.
Care should be taken to enter images in the correct form and category and to name them
correctly as shown. Errors could result in low marks or even disqualification.
6. Judges will be required to mark out of 20 in League competitions but in Annual
competitions will award 1st, 2nd and 3rd places plus Highly Commended (HC) and
Commended (C) awards at their discretion. The Judge's decision is final.
7. Competitor totals in League Colour PRINT General (G), Nature (N) and Monochrome
(M) will be the aggregate of their FIVE highest scoring entries of the season in each of the
classes. PDI league totals will be the aggregate of the SEVEN highest scoring entries of
the season. In determining the winners in the PDI league categories the best FOUR scores
will count, but 5 will be used to break a tie. The Photographer of the Year award will go to
the member with the highest aggregate score from their best 7 League PDIs, best 5
League Colour Prints, best 5 League Mono prints and best 3 Portrait Trophy scores.
8. CPS welcomes and actively encourages new members to enter competitions. Advice
and assistance is readily available on all aspects in the preparation of images.
9. Crewe PS reserves the right to use images entered into our competitions in external
competitions, in any exhibitions we hold and to publish them on the CPS website at
reduced size and increased compression. Copyright remains with the author.
10. Portraiture competitions will be held for both Prints and for PDIs. Entries are limited
to SIX portraits in TOTAL in any combination of Print and PDI images. Images entered
previously in these competitions are ineligible. Images used in the league competitions of
the current season are ineligible.
The Maurice Ashwin Cup will be awarded to the winner of the PRINT competition and
the Howard Edwards Trophy will be awarded to the winner of the PDI competition.
11. Titles: Please keep titles short. Any characters in excess of 35 may be truncated and
any in excess of 50 will be truncated. Please ensure that different images, even in different
seasons, are given different titles, if used externally same title images will be challenged.

Changes for 2018-19
1) Group portraits are now to be permitted; (Definitions). 2) For category awards in the
PDI league totals, best 4 will be used rather than 5. (7) 3. Title advice added (11).
Changes for 2020-21 Season
The PAGB changed their nature image requirements again for the late 2020 competitions
and simplified them to what follows. As usual, we are bound to follow these guidelines
since the L&CPU will be using them in due course. They do simplify things, but
remember that the FIAP and RPS rules have not changed.
Definitions
1. Nature

NATURE ELIGIBILITY IN PAGB COMPETITIONS
Nature means
Images where living organisms are the primary subject matter. The story telling value of an
Image will normally be weighed more than the pictorial quality.
Nature includes:
 Images taken with subjects in controlled conditions such as zoos, game parks, botanic
gardens, aquariums and enclosures where the subjects are dependent on man for food.
Scientific bands, tags or collars are permissible.
Nature excludes:
 Images where the subjects are obviously domestic animals or plants.
 Images where an obviously artistic treatment has been applied. Processing of the
captured image, by cropping, exposure adjustment, colour correction, noise minimisation,
dodging/burning, HDR, focus stacking and sharpening, is permitted, as is cloning of
image defects and minor distractions including overlapping elements.
An Image appearing to meet these criteria will be accepted as Nature. The Judges will
normally assume that any image presented to them is eligible.
Access to some biological subjects may be restricted. Where that is relevant, then
Photographers warrant that they have followed relevant codes of practices and hold any
necessary licences.
Guidance
This may be read on the PAGB website but it listed the competitions for which the
Nature rule applies and a note about the definition of Wildlife as a category. Only the
Wildlife definition is reproduced here. Note mention of landscape.

Wildlife
(Note that we presently do not have a Wildlife category in our competitions)
Images entered in Wildlife sections are further defined as one or more extant zoological or
botanical organisms free and unrestrained in a natural or adopted habitat. Landscapes,
geologic formations, photographs of zoo or game farm animals, or of any extant
zoological or botanical species taken under controlled conditions are not eligible in
Wildlife sections.
Wildlife is not limited to animals, birds and insects. Marine subjects and botanical subjects
(including fungi and algae) taken in the wild are suitable wildlife subjects, as are carcasses
of extant species. Wildlife images may be entered in Nature sections.
2.

Definition of the black and white photography (monochrome)

A black and white work fitting from the very dark grey (black) to the very clear grey
(white) is a monochrome work with the various shades of grey. A black and white work
toned entirely in a single colour will remain a monochrome work able to stand in the black
and white category; such a work can be reproduced in black and white in the catalogue of
a salon under FIAP Patronage. On the other hand a black and white work modified by a
partial toning or by the addition of one colour becomes a colour work (polychrome) to
stand in the colour category; such a work requires colour reproduction in the catalogue of
a salon under FIAP Patronage.
3.
Portrait photography at the 2019 AGM members voted to use the Taylor Wessing
definition of a portrait, on which our previous definition was based, but our added rider,
that it must be of a single person’ is now omitted.
Taylor-Wessing 'The photographs must be portraits; photography concerned with
portraying people with an emphasis on their identity as individuals.'
4.

‘GENERAL’

For us the General section is for any photographs which are not Nature or Mono. This
term is no longer equivalent to ‘Open’ in the L&CPU PDI definition; where (in PDIs, but
not prints) from 2019 it covers mono and colour images.
5.
Nature prints - There is an anomaly in our rules resulting from Nature originating as
a sub-section of Colour print photographs but the content overrides medium, so a mono
image is acceptable in Nature.
John Royle, May 2019

